Duke Health Employee Art Show
July 19 – September 12, 2018

Exhibitors in Alphabetical Order

Presented by:
Bella and Bear

Nick Bandarenko
photography

Transfusion Service
Cyan Sans Water

Mark Blanchard
cyanotype/photography

Clinical Engineering
Purple Delight
Giselle Boward
beadwork
DHTS Maestro Care
Untitled

Raven Boykin
mixed media

CAMRD Research MRI
Middle Age

Leigh Brian
watercolor

Medicine/Cardiology
malaria nights

Jarrett Burch
acrylic

Hememalignancies & Cellular Therapy
Scrubs
Judi M. Bussell
oil
Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development
Dear Future Self

Sua Cho
scratchboard

Junior Volunteer,
Arts & Health at Duke
Tiny Planet Mercury & a 747 Transit the Sun

D. Chris Cole
H-alpha photography

Pediatrics
Salvation

Daniel Ellison
photography

DTS
Santa

Teresa Fowler
pastel pencil

Hospital Administration
Tree Ring

Maggi Ann Grace
acrylic & resin

Volunteer, Duke Hospice & Home Care
Lyric

Roy Guerrette

ceramics

Sickle Cell Clinic
Coppertone

Kimberly Howard
acrylic

Cardiothoracic Surgery
Figured Walnut Box

David Ingram
wood
DHTS
Bunny
Susan Izatt
limestone
Pediatrics
amERicA

Valerie A. Jarrett
mixed media &
found objects

Population Health
Wildflower Garden

Kelly Mieszkalski
flowers
Pediatrics
Apple Trees Across from Trailing Yew, Monhegan

Michelle Minah
oil

VAT
Old Havana

Michael Palko
photography

CEPD
Miami Orchids

Joanne Penning
watercolor

Perianesthesia
Caliente

Karen M. Phillips
acrylic & mixed media

VAD Department – Heart Center
I ❤️ New York

Diane Pinder
acrylic

GU Oncology
Walker Farm II

Susan Reeves
photography

Pathology
The Bay

Jacqueline Rimmler
acrylic

Oncology
Glue Me

Janet Shaffer
mixed media
Duke Integrative Medicine
Heart

Jamie Tatum
Shrinky dink & colored pencil

Cardiac OR DMP
Blue By You

Kim Turk
wood, minerals

Integrative Medicine – Massage Therapy
Sunset by the Ocean

Lorraine Wilson
photography

WSON
Gardens

Daphne Xiao
acrylic

Internal Medicine